el 12 de abril
Fechas Importantes / Important
Dates
Spring Conferences
May 17
Memorial Day- No School
May 27
Last Day of School
June 6

Las Matemáticas

We have done a lot of counting
backwards with songs, rocket ship
coutdowns, and counting of kids. A
strong foundation of number sense
provides a base for future math
concepts. Part of number sense is
also, when given any number, being
able to tell what number precedes and
follows. Number sense differs from
rote counting in that there is higher
level thinking about numbers involved.
As a whole group, we began counting
fingers during morning meeting, but
counting by tens. We were able to
count the fingers present, then count
on for the children that had not yet
arrived. Teachable moments happen
all the time, for example, during play I
counted with a child how many pieces
were in her finished puzzle.…..there
are five rows of 10 pieces.
We continue to provide activities to
support written number identification.
Some of the kids are being challenged
to identify numbers in the teens. Other
children are being challenged to do
summation and subtraction games.
We have introduced some higher-level
vocabulary words about 3D shapes:
cube, cone, triangular prism, cylinder,
cuboid, and sphere. You can help your
child find and name 3D shapes (or any
shapes!) in your home or
out-and-about.

Literacy
Everyone enjoyed our book for group
reading, The Napping House. We
discussed that it a husband and wife
are the author and illustrator. There
was even a picture of them with an
actual house that looks like the house
illustrated in the book. We continue to
talk about features of print with every
group reading. Most recently, we have
introduced characters, and main
characters. The story is repetitive, so
once we knew it, we read it entirely in
Spanish. We choose to believe t hat
it’s spring, and have begun a book
about birds, Ricki’s Birdhouse by
Monica Wellington. She is a prolific
author and illustrator of children’s
books, and we have a variety of her
books for the children to enjoy
themselves. Books are always
available for reading throughout the
day, and there are also built-in times
for independent reading. Giving
children ample opportunities to enjoy
books by themselves is a critical part
in their ongoing development of
literacy. There is a benchmark for
early childhood development for Uses
and Appreciates Books.

CLOTHING FOR OUTSIDE TIME
We are hopeful that it’s time to put away
the snowpants. Rain boots are
appreciated when it’s been wet or with a
rain forecast for the day. We will go
outside in a light rain. There’s tons of fun
to be had: searching for worms on the
sidewalk or watching how water flows in
the gutters.

el español
Our routine continues to add in new
words:
¿Tienes hambre?
Are you hungry?
Tengo hambre.
I’m hungry.
Tengo mucho hambre.

I’m very hungry.
Escribimos nombres o comida.
We are writing names or food.
(we vary what we write at
writing time for those that can
consistently write their first and last
names)
la casa adormecida- the napping
house
abuela- grandma
niño- child
gato-cat
perro-dog
ratón-mouse
pulga-flea
cama-bed
pájaro -bird
casita para pájaros - birdhouse
nido- nest

Language Development
We talk a lot about cognates too.
Some words are even spelled the
same, just pronounced differently:

banana, pizza, cereal, idea, plan.
Other words are close enough to
figure out: tomate, autor, ilustrador,
marcador.
We’ve also talked about other words
that ARE SPANISH words, but we use
them in English: taco, quesadilla. It
was fun also to take apart quesadilla
to the root of queso and tortilla.
Literacy development in any language
is all about fostering curiosity about
words. We talked a lot about the word
birdhouse, it’s two words put together.
Backpack, it’s a pack for your back!
Adults take compound words for
granted, but they’re a great talking
point with kids. Make it a game! What
do you call a lace for your shoes?
What do you call a paper to mark your
page in a book? What do you call a
brush to paint with? What do you call
a cake that you cook in a pan? What
do you call a ring that goes in your
ear? The possibilities are endless, and
can get complex. Just google
preschool compound words for ideas,
other than off the top of your head.

Gross Motor Development
Core strength is the development of
the torso muscles. These muscles
stabilize, align, and move the trunk of
the body. Poor core strength can
cause poor posture which affects
gross and fine motor skills. Core
strength is both the anchor and
launching pad for everything that we
do. A stable core is integral to leg,
arm, and head movement. With poor
core strength, a child will have an
unstable base which makes it difficult
to control hands for writing, scissor
use, and other fine motor activities.
Poor core strength also affects
attention spans while sitting. Strength
and balance come from the repetition
one gets from from physically playing
for extended periods of time. Tummy
time is the first core building activity,
but muscles need to continue
developing throughtout early
childhood.
How do I know if my child has poor
core strength?
1. Does your child take up the
support of all available
surfaces?
Do they lean against a wall when
standing up? Hold their head up in
their hands when sitting at the table?
Or completely collapse into any chair
so every part of their body is
supported?
2. Is your child always tired?
Do they fatigue more easily, require
more rests or appear more tired at the
end of the day compared to other
children?
3. Do they display poor
posture?

Rounded shoulders and chin poking
out? Rounded lower back, eyes
looking to the ground when standing?
4. Can they hold a plank
position?
Traditionally, abdominal core
strength is tested using a sit up
test but a timed ‘plank’ can
provide a more functional test.

http://www.thenoatbook.com/2014/07/
why-core-strength-is-important-for-you
r.html
We do daily movement activities
together as part of morning circle. As
well, we plan activities for gross motor
development. We recently did “the
twist” which was about trunk
movement, but also turning one's’
head to the side. Another week, we all
laid on our backs and lifting our bent
legs “rode bikes”. Holding legs off the
ground in this position requires core
muscles, and the cycling legs takes
motor planning. We have been
practicing throwing and catching bean
bags with partners, kicking a
stationary ball to a goal, kicking a
moving ball to a goal, kicking a moving
ball to a partner, and stopping a
moving ball with one’s foot. All of
these physical activities require a
strong core for success. As you lift a
foot to kick, your core is helping you
keep balance. Throwing requires
abdominal muscles. It really does all
come back to core development!

